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THE 
TEAM



CREATING THE STRATEGY 
TO SUCCEED

When NASA got America’s first astronaut safely to the moon 
it was anything but a coincidence. Years of preparations, 
planning, experimentations, calculations, and research were 
done to accomplish this mission. A system was put in place to 
utilize each employee to their full potential. They worked as 
a team to accomplish the mission, and as a result they began 
space exploration. 
NASA and every other success story on planet earth have 
one thing in common: they created a system of success 
and continued to shoot for the stars until they reached their 
determined goals. Success didn’t just fall into their lap,  
they figured out the formula to reach their specific goals  
and got to work. 

We came together as a team to follow in NASA’s footsteps 
and shoot for the stars–but with a creative twist. We wanted 
to redesign a space version of the classic game Clue. Over 
a period of three months we created a well-planned system, 
implemented it, and reached our goal. We examined what we 
were doing and why and got to work.



PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Despite its popularity, the aesthet-
ic and graphics of the original Clue 
game are outdated and old-fash-
ioned. We wanted to combine a new 
visual appeal with the original Clue 
game to reach an identified niche 
target audience.

We decided to redesign Clue as a 
retro space version of the game to 
reach our target audience. 
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OBJECTIVES
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In order to achieve our goal, we 
decided to redesign every aspect of 
the Clue game and add an expansion 
game. We redesigned the characters, 
weapons, rooms, board, box, and 
rulebook.
 For the expansion, we added 
six more characters, three more 
weapons, and three more rooms as 
well as a new board and box. 
To promote our new version of 
Clue, we built a website and created 
social media ads and a promotional 
video. All of this completed our goal: 
creating a new version of Clue that 
will appeal to a niche target audience.



AUDIENCE 
PERSONA
Our target audience is a Gen-Z individual who takes pride in 
being different and collecting high-quality items. This is the 
person who wears vintage clothes, has a plethora of potted 
plants, and enjoys fine arts. Our audience is the type of person 
who is attentive to detail and has a carefully curated collection 
of aesthetic items in their home. 
For those who care a lot about the aesthetics of things they 
purchase, even the look and feel of a game can be enough 
for them to buy it. The question then became, “What style and 
design would appeal to our target audience?”
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AUDIENCE 
PERSONA
Deborah Johanssen
◊ Gender: Female
◊ Age: 25
◊ Occupation: Graphic Designer
Challenges:
◊ Finding time to be social
◊ Works too much
◊ Too generous
Needs:
◊ Fun social relationships
◊ Time outside of the office
◊ Friends who care about her
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AUDIENCE 
PERSONA
Values:
◊ Spending quality time with people
◊ Good design/aesthetic
◊ Quality entertainment (Broadway musi-

cals, movies, board games, etc.) 
◊ Open-mindedness and inclusion
◊ Quality vs quantity
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OUR 
MISSION

Our mission was to reskin the Original Clue Game. We set out 
to do this by making our design vintage and modern. Clue is 
a classic board game that people have been playing since its 
creation in 1947. In our game redesign, we wanted to combine 
the vintage style of the original game with a futuristic twist–this 
led us to pick retrofuturism. We recognized the trend among 
Gen-Z to seek out all things retro, vintage, cute, unique artsy, 
and sci-fi.



IDEATION



MOOD 
BOARD
Once we had researched more about the 
retrofuturism style, we found many variations within 
the style. We weren’t sure which direction to go within 
retrofuturism, so we explored many options. We each 
made versions of characters using some rules we’d 
decided on, but it still wasn’t coming together.



STYLE 
PROGRESS

We liked the inked style of the retro art we were viewing. We 
didn’t want the style to be too cartoonish, but we also didn’t 
want it to be too realistic. We found a happy medium with a 
dramatic, high-contrast comic style. We felt it accomplished 
our goal the best, but most of us lacked the expertise to 
execute it well. 
One member of our team had more experience with 
illustration, and he began designing things in an inked, comic 
style which we decided to use for all our character and weapon 
cards. We felt it was an excellent way to keep the retro style 
while maintaining a visually appealing and artistic look. 



COLOR
PALETTE
As we designed our characters, our color palette 
evolved with our style. We realized that the inspiration 
images that we liked used more muted colors instead 
of the bright pastels we started with. We also needed 
to add varied shades to each of our hews to give us 
the opportunity for more variation.



CHARACTER DESIGN



be
thouse

IDEATION
We wanted to create a cast of 
characters who could add to the 
dramatic story of our murder 
mystery game. We settled for unique 
combinations of human and non-
human creatures. 
After determining our concepts, we 
assigned each team member two 
characters to design. At this point, we 
focused on exploration. We wanted 
to try out as many different styles as 
possible to find what would resonate 
best with our audience.



CARTOON 
STYLE

We all returned with many different sketches and  
discovered that we liked more organic shapes with  
stylized shading and color.
After a few more experiments, we took a more cartoony 
approach to the illustration, with dramatic highlights, shadows, 
and strokes. We liked the simplicity and hand-drawn designs 
and felt they met our stylistic vision.



We chose a small team to develop the designs for our 
characters. We took inspiration from other versions of Clue 
and drafted half-length portraits of each character.
We sought feedback from our mentors on our initial 
character designs and were told that the characters’ 
positions were too bland and solemn. Our mentors 
suggested posing our characters in a more lively way. The 
characters needed to tell their own story to the viewer.

PROCESS



Our mentors specifically 
liked one of our sketches of 
a Cyborg Chef; rather than 
staring at the camera like the 
rest, we showed him while 
cooking a meal. We thought 
that if every card caught 
each character in action 
the cards would be more 
exciting. Our character team 
sketched a few new versions 
of our characters—this  
time with more movement 
and personality.
Once we had executions 
we liked, we played around 
with different colors. We 
explored monochromatic 
color schemes and vibrant 
color schemes. After some 
experiments, we used the 
red and tan colors to tie 
everything together and 
colored in the rest as we  
saw fit.





SHORT TITLEBASE CHARACTERS



SHORT TITLEBASE CHARACTERS



SHORT TITLEEXPANSION CHARACTERS



SHORT TITLEEXPANSION CHARACTERS



WEAPONS



Coming up with different makeshift weapons for the sci-
fi setting was as fun as it was challenging. We decided to 
include some evident and recognizable weapons like the ray 
gun and knife while also throwing in some quirky weapons 
like the pen and tubing.
Once we had established which weapons we wanted to 
include, we began to execute. We mainly executed these 
weapons in Photoshop for the advanced control over the 
brush and colors offered. The goal was to execute the 
weapons to maintain a retro feel we were going for. There 
were three main things we did to achieve this goal. We used 
a pen and tablet, minimized the color pallet, and  
used texture.
Much like the process of classic comic book illustrating, 
we sketched, inked, and colored the weapons by hand. 
The subtle imperfections that came with hand drawing the 
weapons only helped to elevate the look and feel to the retro 
comic style we were after.
We kept the color pallet to a minimum for each weapon to 
further add to the classic comic feel. In the early ages of 
comic books, printing technology still had limitations. That’s 
why we kept the ink and highlighted one color while only 
adjusting the base color as needed.

IDEATION



EXECUTIONS

A subtle texture to the photoshop brush helped add to 
that hand-drawn look. The textured lines, as subtle as they 
are, create the illusion of ink bleed on paper. Another 
choice we made was to have a slightly different color 
theme between the two weapons sets. The base game 
weapons have more yellow and red, while the expansion 
weapons have more blue.



BASE WEAPONS



BASE WEAPONS



EXPANSION WEAPONS



ROOM DESIGN



SKETCHING
When we started on rooms, we knew we needed to come up 
with rooms that would be unique to the space station. Our 
team came up with an extensive list of rooms that we narrowed 
down to the ten rooms we needed for the base game and 
three for the expansion. We were tasked with figuring out how 
these games would work on the game board. We started by 
sketching what these rooms might look like in the traditional 
top-down look.





ROOM 
EXECUTION
We initially sketched the rooms in Procreate, Fresco, 
and Photoshop, to match the artistic style of the 
characters. It didn’t take long to realize the hand-
drawn rooms looked unsafe and unprofessional. We 
quickly switched to Illustrator and executed all of our 
rooms to create a more detailed architectural look.
 Once we finished the execution of almost all the 
rooms in the base game, we realized we  
had some massive problems with the rooms.  



The biggest problems we 
had were with perspective, 
color, and continuity in 
dimension between rooms.
 This revelation was a little 
devastating. It meant we had 
to go back and fix most of 
the rooms we had already 
done. We figured out 
how to create a one-point 
perspective grid using the 
rotate tool in Illustrator and 
began the tedious work of 
making sure all of our lines 
met the perspective. 





Next was making sure all the shadows made sense from a 
lighting perspective. We had a hard time figuring out how 
lighting worked and what that looked like from a birds-eye 
view. We stood in dark rooms with flashlights trying to see 
how the light worked as it encountered a wall or other 
objects. We discovered lighting from a bird’s-eye view also 
works on the same perspective grids we already made but 
the perspective point came from our light source, in this 
case, the lights in the hallways. 
In the first draft executions, we kept the colors pretty 
simple to be changed in other drafts, but it seemed like 
the color changed, but it wasn’t doing us any favors. We 
started to diversify the colors in the rooms, loosely using 
the color scheme of the characters as points of reference. 
This helped, but the rooms needed a little extra pop. 
Lastly, we needed to make the room’s dimensions look the 
same. Some of the rooms looked like they were made for 
giants, and some rooms were made for mice. To fix this 
problem, we decided the twin-sized bed from the Med Bay 
would be the way we would measure the size of things in 
other rooms. We knew the size of a twin bed, so we could 
compare it to tables and chairs to decide how big or small 
the items in the rooms needed to be. 

PROCESS



FINAL 
ROOMS
As we started getting ready to wrap up the rooms, 
we noticed some final things we needed to refine for 
the rooms to look consistent. We noticed the walls 
and doors were all different sizes and heights. We 
also wanted to change the floor tiles to fit the style 
better and not look so busy. We added some last-
minute decorations and furniture to the rooms to 
help them not feel so empty. Lastly to match the style 
the characters had established, we changed the line 
width and tapering. The rooms were a rollercoaster; 
we learned so much about perspective, lighting, and 
style to perfect these rooms. We are so proud of the 
final result and the learning journey we went through 
to get here. 



SHORT TITLEBASE ROOMS



SHORT TITLEBASE ROOMS



SHORT TITLEBASE ROOMS



SHORT TITLEEXPANSION ROOMS



CARD DESIGN



FRONT OF 
CARD 
A lot of thought went into the card background, name 
placement, and illustration placement on the card. 
We decided to have the characters come out of the 
bounding box in the card’s background to bring them 
more to life. We also chose to have the name plaque 
be ovular and tapered to complement our retro-
futuristic style. We played around with the placement 
of the characters just enough to nail the hierarchy. 



Arch shape at the top of the 
cardl to create a retro feel

Name placard has a tapered 
border that matches the 
“swoops” in the background

Characters overlap with the 
background onto the frame

RACHEL SEVY RACHEL SEVY



CARD BACK 
DESIGN
We added a moon illustration with astronaut 
footprints to the back of the card. This made the back 
of the card consistent with the style of the characters 
on the front of the card.
Various logo ideas were ideated and presented to 
the team. We wanted to bring a little bit of our space 
theme into the logo, but we opted for the traditional 
Clue logo to keep continuity with the original Clue 
game. We added our twist by using the unique colors 
of our game within the logo to tie our aesthetic back 
to the space theme. 



Colors fit the retro aesthetic 
of the rest of the game

Moon texture with  
footprints create a 
mysterious space feel

Clue logo overlaps the 
background image



BOARD DESIGN



BASE GAME
Our reskin of Clue included a base game as well as an 
expansion game that could accommodate extra players. In the 
original Clue game, the murder mystery is set in a mansion, but 
since our murder mystery takes place in space, the boards were 
designed to look like ships.
The base game was short and wide to accommodate the 
square board with as little wasted space on the sides as 
possible. Although we did rooms in a different style than 
the characters, the ship’s exterior tied the two together by 
following the same inking style as the characters.



The slightly staggered 
configuration of the rooms 
allowed the bridge room to 
have a panoramic window 
that would be functional.

The tiles were designed 
with varied-weight lines 
for a more organic feel to 
accompany our hand-drawn 
inking style.

The airlock room was 
strategically placed on the 
ship’s side to accommodate 
the expansion ship to dock. 
A port helps make it clear  
to players how to connect 
the games.

Start tiles follow a distinctly 
different color scheme and 
are strategically placed 
around the board for fair 
access to rooms.



EXPANSION
GAME

The expansion board only contains three rooms, so it was able 
to take on a a skinnier, more rocket-like profile. The extension 
game would also require a way to connect to the base game 
board, so a “port” was also designed into the side of the 
expansion ship in a way that the two could connect straight 
accross. The bridge was designed to be a seperate piece that 
would be laid on top of the two boards.





BOX DESIGN



GAME BOX 
DESIGNS
To create the designs for the box, we decided to do 
something similar to the box of the game “Secret 
Hitler” by doing a layout of icons that match the 
contents of the game.
We tried to think of what might be in the rooms of the 
space station and spaceship, and how we could make 
normal objects seem space-like and space objects 
work with normal life.
In the next couple of slides, we’ll explain more about 
the icon design and box layout.



a murder mystery game in space

Consistent color rules for 
each of the 28 icons 

Consistent themes and 
concepts repeated, 
including having rings 
around things to make them 
appear more “spacelike”

Clear hierarchy with the 
Clue logo and other icons.

Re-using weapons that are in 
the game as simplified icons

Repeated star shape that is 
used in other parts of  
the game



Each of the 20 icons has a 
light or mid-brown base with 
darker or lighter details.

More animals on this icon 
box since a lot of the new 
characters are animals

Clear hierarchy with the 
Clue logo and other icons.

Re-using weapons that are in 
the game as simplified icons

Repeated star shape that  
is used in other parts of  
the game



PRINTED ASSETS



RULEBOOK

The rules were kept the same as the original Clue games but 
revised to the space theme context. We tried keeping a more 
vintage feel to the design that was simple and easy to digest. 
We added star icons throughout the text element of the 
rulebook to add visual interest.



GAME 
PIECES

We reiterated features from the cards with the game pieces 
(shape, color, etc.). We wanted the design to use the same 
shapes from the card while still using a shape that tapers to the 
bottom, so it’s structured to fit in the game piece.



SCORE 
CARDS

We wanted to keep the same functional layout of the original 
Clue scorecards but add elements to the design that would tie 
them into the rest of our game. We used tapered edges for the 
scorecard, similar to the card’s design in our Clue game. 



PROMOTIONAL CONTENT



PHOTOGRAPHY

We knew we wanted some good 
product photography with our game, 
but there was one catch: we had 
to have real, printed materials to 
photograph, and those had to be 
designed first! But that didn’t stop us 
from practicing.
Before the printed game parts arrived, 
we did practice shots with other 
games, including the original Clue 
game. Because we took the time to 
practice, shooting the real thing was 
a matter of re-creating shots and 
applying the editing style we’d already 
created. We learned that we can’t 
just put something off because we’re 
waiting on someone else - we can 
start now!
The style for photos was inspired by 
vintage ads from the 50s and 60s. We 
wanted dramatic lighting as well as a 
nice vintage film grain. 



FINAL PHOTOS

Here is the real deal! We used a 
brushed metal surface to keep with 
the space station theme of the game. 
It was really rewarding for us to finally 
have product photography of the 
things that we made!



FINAL PHOTOS



FINAL PHOTOSFINAL PHOTOS



MERCH

We wanted to create merchandise that included our characters and items to 
spread awareness of our game. We were hoping to highlight the visual appeal of 
our game and tie that together with the existing passion and enthusiasm of those 
who love the original Clue. We wanted to use unused sketches from our ideation 
phase as bases for our merch designs. 
We wanted the merchandise to include the game’s interesting and unique 
characters and icons so people buying the merchandise could connect with the 
game’s style.
What makes most merch good is including some “inside jokes” and humor. The 
one shirt that many people seem to like that says, “I will find you...and I will guess 
you” was incredibly successful at that. It has humor and highlights the intensity of 
a murder mystery game juxtaposed with the fact that it’s just a game, and all you 
do is guess what happened. And it ties our space game specifically in with our 
signature stars and scorecard. It also highlights illustrative features of our game 
and ties in a humorous/relevant phrase/double-meaning humor (for example: 
“Get a Clue”).



INSTA ADS

Considering our audience, we knew 
Instagram ads would be an effective 
way to expose and market to our 
audience. We created two sets of 
Instagram story ads, and one carousel 
ad. The goal of the ads was to show 
our audience the game’s artistic style 
and explain the classic Clue with the 
new space twist. 
This is one of our sets of story ads.



CAROUSEL AD



CAROUSEL AD

STORY AD



WEBSITE

We designed a website in the style 
of our game using the same font 
as the cards for all the headings to 
keep it consistent. We added curves 
for section dividers to make it more 
artistic and less rigid and modern. We 
added some simple animations to 
make it more dynamic. 
The site includes a homepage to tell 
the story of the game, and a more 
detailed page to encourage purchase. 
We also set up an online store with 
WooCommerce and put our products 
on it.



AMAZON 
MOCKUP

In addition to selling through the website, we also recognized 
that Amazon is a common way to sell board games. We didn’t 
actually put our product on Amazon for sale, but we did make 
mockups of an Amazon product page. 
We used Amazon screenshots to create a mockup and insert 
our own information with the help of Photoshop. 



PROMO VIDEO

We wanted to create a promotional 
video to advertise our new clue game 
and wrote a script that explained 
that the game was a retro-futuristic 
redesign of Clue. Our mentors felt 
that our first draft for the script was 
cheesy and basic. It introduced our 
game but had no story and wasn’t 
very convincing.
We rewrote the script and created 
a storyboard with a greater focus 
on the story of trying to catch a 
secret murderer out in space while 
highlighting our new designs.
We invited a talented film student, Luis 
Sebastian, to help us shoot the video. 
Luis filmed some footage of our game 
pieces and box, and our team playing 
it. He assembled some rough cuts and 
passed them on to our team.
We added titles, adjusted coloring, 
effects, and audio, and created two 

promotional videos. One highlighted 
the gameplay, and the other followed 
the script and showed off the design 
of the cards and pieces.









ASHLEE BRADFORD

As a visual communication major, this project allowed me to hone my skills 
when it comes to illustrative style. My experience in user-centered web 
design and product design allowed me to put myself into the shoes of the 
people who would be playing our version of Clue and make decisions that 
would make that experience more cohesive and visually appealing.
◊ For this project, I worked on:
◊ Coloring assets
◊ Game board design
◊ Front of card design
◊ Website mockup
◊ Merch design

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 



Style 
Research

The goal was to determine what made something feel 
“retrofuturistic space” since that was the theme of our clue 
reskin. There are a variety of retrofuturistic styles, ranging from 
almost photographic illustrations to a more cartoon-like style 
such as The Jetsons. I felt that we should settle on a style that 
would show off our illustrative skills while also being simple 
enough to feel fun and reminiscent of a cartoon. I found an 
image of Spock that I liked the style of, and explored how that 
style could be applied. 



Style 
Exploration

I played with a variety of style applications and rules based 
on Spock’s style as well as a few other similar styles. Spock 
consisted of very few colors and was mostly given dimension 
by a dark outline/shadow color contrasted with a light/
highlight color. We determined, in a similar way, that we 
wanted our style to utilize a limited color palette, one 
highlight color, one shadow color, and a couple of shade 
variations within each of the other colors used to serve as 
secondary shadows and highlights. Throughout my character 
explorations, I played around with variations of these rules to 
help us decide on the final style we would apply to all of the 
characters and weapons.



The first character that I explored was the Empress. My 
goal was to make her into a confidant, poised, but youthful 
character. Physically, I was inspired by Princess Leia in Star 
Wars. 
As I sketched, I explored elements that would communicate 
“royalty” such as a veil, a visor, hair jewels, a crown, a cape, 
and a high collar. I especially liked a nice, high collar as a 
symbol of prestige as well as its prominence among villains 
in many movies, alluding to her potential as a murder 
suspect.
As I explored her look, I sketched at least 20 versions of 
her with variations of her facial expressions and hairstyle. 
Some hairstyles were more discrete, drawing attention 
to her crown and jewels while others focused on more 
grandiose hairstyles.

CHARACTER EXPLORATION
THE EMPRESS



In the end, I decided, in the spirit of it being a 
“retro-futuristic” game, I wanted to nod towards 
styles that people would have found appealing 
in the 50s. This lead to an exaggerated bouffant 
updo and was later toned down to a short, curly 
style. I felt that this style suited her better as a more 
down-to-Earth character, prone to associate with 

others on the ship. This version of the character 
was then passed off to my teammate for final 
inking.In the end, I decided, in the spirit of it being 
a “retro-futuristic” game, I wanted to nod towards 
styles that people would have found appealing in 
the 50s. This lead to an exaggerated bouffant updo 
and was later toned down to a short, curly style. I 

CHARACTER EXPLORATION
THE EMPRESS

FINAL

felt that this style suited her better as a more down-
to-Earth character, prone to associate with others 
on the ship. This version of the character was then 
passed off to my teammate for final inking.



The next character that I explored was the robotic maid. 
This character was inspired by Rosey in the cartoon, The 
Jetons. Rosey is very simple and blocky yet clearly feminine 
thanks to her skirt and frills. I wanted to take that concept 
one step further into realism so that our robot could be 
perceived as “human” enough to be a murder suspect. 
I explored several different details such as red lips, an 
apron, a collar, eyelashes, and winged eyes to distinguish 
her as a human. After settling on a more human-shaped, 
oval or cylinder head and feminine body shape, I was still 
struggling with what to do about her hair. A bald head 
didn’t quite feel like it fit in our “retro-futuristic” vibe which 
comes from the perspective of the 50s. The many times 
that I created “hair” on the robot, it seemed out of place. 
Hair would be almost creepy coming out of a metal robot. 

CHARACTER EXPLORATION
ROBOT MAID



CHARACTER EXPLORATION
ROBOT MAID

FINAL

I looked back to Rosey for inspiration and realized 
that she had a frill on top of her head instead of 
hair. This reminded me of the 50s “bandana-tied-
in-hair” look made especially popular in the “We 
Can Do It” ad. This look is also associated with 
hard work, which was perfect. After some further 
exploration of this concept, I settled on a colored 

cap on her head with ovals alluding to a bandana 
and ties.
I was very happy with the final concept. She looked 
feminine, was a mixture of robot and human, and 
appealed to the overall retrofuturistic style.



WEAPON
EXPLORATION
One of the weapons that I worked on was the oxygen hose. 
I chose this as one of the game weapons because it is a little 
quirky (not your standard weapon), gets the imagination going, 
and fits the “space” theme of the game. 
At the same time, it was a challenge because oxygen tubing is 
fairly monochromatic while all of the other weapons would have 
a variety of details and colors. In the interest of giving us more 
elements to color and balance out the design, I played around 
with including an oxygen tank in the background as well. As with 
my character explorations, I also played around with the style 
rules to incorporate more color variations and interest.
I was happy with the final product and ready for it to be refined 
further once we established more firm inking styles.

OXYGEN HOSE



 
CHARACTER
STYLE
My teammate finalized the rules for the inking style. It utilized 
a dark color as the outline and shadow color and a light cream 
color as our highlight color.
One of my jobs was to take the inked characters and color 
them. I determined that I would make the shadows and outlines 
our darkest brown color and make the highlights our lightest 
cream color. Yet I maintained a level of simplicity in the design 
by sticking to a color palette of 6 solid colors to be used in 
solid sections (no color changes within one outlines section) 
within the inked and highlighted illustrations. I would then make 
the background behind the characters the same dark brown 
as the outlines and shadows so that the characters would 
dramatically sink into the background. 



 
CHARACTER
STYLE
For my first attempt at coloring the base game characters, I 
used our original color palette which, other than the shadow 
and highlight color, gave me six colors to work with. In the 
original clue game, each character is associated with a single 
color. Most of the retro-futuristic style examples that we had 
liked in the beginning used a limited color palette applied 
among all of the elements.



I did notice that the purple and blue that were in our 
color palette didn’t seem to quite fit in. Every time I tried 
to use them, it felt too much like a bright cartoon instead 
of our more sophisticated, retro feel. So I didn’t end up 
using them. This limited the color palette even further. The 
brown was also hard to use because there was not enough 
contrast between it and the dark brown background that 
all of the characters and weapons would be on.
At that point, I paused and spent some time re-visiting our 
mood boards and adjusting our color swatches. I realized 
that almost all of the styles that we like used deeper or 
slightly muted colors. Also, red and orange were almost 
always prominent warm colors, contrasted against blues 
and greens. It was hard to find any examples of purple 
among the examples we liked. In my final adjusted color 
palette, I removed purple, darkened and muted the blue 
and green, lightened the brown for better contrast, and 
added a red swatch. I also made a lighter and darker version 
of each to give us a slight amount of play with each color.

COLOR PALETTE UPDATE



RECOLORING  
BASE GAME CHARACTERS

Using these new colors, I colored each character and adjusted 
color placement and quantity along the way so that each 
character had a similar balance of all of the colors. For the 
base game, the darker blue, red, yellow, and tan were the 
most prominent colors with green and brown being used 
occasionally as accents.





COLORING
BASE GAME WEAPONS

After the rules were established for the character 
colors within the base game, I worked to apply those 
same color rules to the weapons. In some cases, 
this required making alterations to the inking of the 
weapons since heavy shadows in some places limited 
my ability to apply the colors in a balanced way. The 
background color was going to be the same as the 

shadow as well, so I had to reduce the amount of 
shadow on some items that caused them to melt into 
the background too much.
On the multitool, I also added an accent design to 
include one more color for better overall balance.





COLORING
EXPANSION GAME CHARACTERS

When it came time to color the expansion characters, 
I wanted to vary the application of the colors slightly 
so that they were recognizable at a glance as a 
distinct team. Since green was only used as an accent 
color in the base game, I used it as the main color for 
the expansion characters. I also used a lighter version 
of the blue used in the base game as another main 
color. Tan remained a prominent color, and then the 
orange swatch was used as an accent color.





COLORING
EXPANSION GAME WEAPONS

I applied a similar color scheme to the weapons but 
with a more heavy trend toward green as the main 
color because of the limited amount of segments or 
details among the weapons





INKING
EXPANSION GAME CHARACTERS

Towards the end of the project, while we were 
working on the expansion, my teammate needed 
help completing the inking for some of the remaining 
characters. I stepped in and mimicked his inking style 
to ink the astronaut woman, adjust the inking of the 
Turtle, and do preliminary inked versions of the alien 
and the monkey.



The first character that I inked was the astronaut 
woman. I reference all of the characters that 
had already been inked to apply the concepts of 
shading and highlighting to her character. While 
a teammate had provided a sketch for me to base 
her on, I also deviated from that to give her a more 

distinctly Asian facial structure (we had intended for 
this character to be an Asian woman all along, but I 
felt that the sketch did not communicate this). I also 
used reference images to refine the positioning 
and scale of the weapon resting on her shoulder to 
reflect a more natural, powerful stance.

ASTRONAUT WOMAN



The turtle character was originally ideated and 
inked by other teammates, but as I came to the end 
of finalizing all of the characters, I felt that he was 
a little out of place. Not only was it unique in that 
it was the only character whose whole body was 
visible instead of just the waist up, but it also lacked 
the level of exaggeration and personification the 
other characters had. The fish was just a fish…but 
he had a body suit to control. The lizard was half-

lizard, half-man. The only ironic features the turtle 
had were a small scar on his eye and a gun passively 
strapped to his back. I decided to explore ways to 
give him stronger features and the feeling of active 
engagement. He was a murder suspect, after all.
I first attempted to dramatize his shell by making the 
segments into spikes and intensifying his scar. While 
this helped, all of the heavy shadings caused him to 

melt into the background and lose his features when 
set against the dark background of his card. His face 
was further diminished as a focal point because of all 
of the business as well. 
To combat this, I tried combinations of making his 
head and legs larger and reducing the amount of 
shading on the shell until I was happy with the balance 
of drama and form.

TURTLE



I inked the first draft of the alien and the monkey from the 
expansion game based on the sketches that a teammate 
provided. My goal with the inking that I did was to mimic 
the inking style of the existing characters. This required 
heavy blocks of shadow, heavy strokes of shadow along 
the darkest edges, and exaggerated blocks of highlights 
that vary according to the texture of the material they are 
on. 
These were further refined by another teammate before 
the final version was settled on.

ALIEN AND
MONKEY



CARDS
BACKGROUND AND LAYOUT DESIGN



My main goal in designing the background for the cards 
was to create something simple enough not to detract 
from or conflict with the characters and weapons that 
we had spent so much time on but that would also add 
some dimension and context to the characters. At first, I 
thought it would make sense to have some sort of planet or 
moonscape with craters in the background. I spent a lot of 
time trying to make detailed illustrations before I realized 
that only a very small portion of the background would be 
visible anyway and I should simplify it even further to basic 
shapes that at least alluded to space. In the original clue, 
all the backgrounds had been a sort of puff of smoke over 
a blue background behind them. Thinking as simply as I 
could, I thought about the rings of planets, oval orbits, and 
the streaks of shooting starts and settled on a set of streaks, 
going from thick to thin, making their way across the sky 
on the lower part of the background with stars twinkling 
above.

BACKGROUND
DESIGN



Once I had the background, I had to decide what other 
elements to include in the layout to frame the characters 
and identify them with their titles. Given the nature of 
the game (sharing clues with people by flashing cards in 
their direction briefly), it was important for the cards to be 
easily legible and identifiable. With our illustrations being 
a highlight of this game, I wanted to make sure they were 
as big and prominent as possible.
I started with the character cards by using a simple 
rectangular border and curved nameplate to play off of 
the space swooshes in the background and elsewhere in 
the game. From there, I got feedback from mentors who 
pointed out that there was an excessive amount of space 
above the character’s head which felt imbalanced and was 
a missed opportunity to make the characters as prominent 
as possible. The name card was also very simple and 
uninteresting. 

LAYOUT
DESIGN



From there, I played with numerous layout variations, trying 
to allow space for the characters to expand while also giving 
place for a name card. To take up some of the space above 
the characters’ heads, several of the designs included both 
a right-side-up name plaque and an up-side-down name 
plaque. Since Clue is not a game where you would ever 
need to read the cards upside-down, these variations did 
not make it to the final versions. A feature that I tried to 
incorporate into each of the designs was some degree of 
overlap between elements. The characters especially felt 
like they were more prominent and interesting when parts 
of them were able to pop out of the frame.

LAYOUT
DESIGN



I finally thought I had settled on a final layout when I realized 
that some of the characters were taller and skinnier than 
others. We hadn’t established strict proportions for the 
characters to stay within, so I had to try the layout with 
each character to make sure it worked. Arching the top of 
the frame allowed for all characters’ heads to comfortably 
clear the top of the frame while still allowing them to be 
large enough to overlap on at least one side.

LAYOUT
DESIGN



CARD DIFFERENTIATION



 I had to establish rules for differentiating between 
expansion cards and base game cards as well as rules for 
differentiating between weapons, rooms, and characters. 
The biggest thing that needed to be easily distinguishable 
between the cards was which ones were the base game 
cards and which ones were the expansion cards. After 
attempting to change the color of the name card and 
then then swapping the color of the border and the name 
card, I settled on changing the entire border color of the 
expansion cards to match the background color (except a 
tan border to maintain the frame around the characters).
The weapons were all objects “floating” in space. Since 
they had no cutoff to hide as the characters did, I was able 
to move their name card up and place the weapons in the 
center of the card. With the wide variety of proportions 
between weapons, I decided to allow them to overlap 
over their name cards slightly instead of overlapping with 
any part of the frame.
The rooms varied widely in proportions as well, making it 
hard to follow consistent rules while showing the whole 
room at once. So I decided to zoom up on each room to 
where the walls were roughly the same height and find the 

EXPANSION
VS. BASE



The weapons were all objects “floating” in space. Since 
they had no cutoff to hide as the characters did, I was able 
to move their name card up and place the weapons in the 
center of the card. With the wide variety of proportions 
between weapons, I decided to allow them to overlap 
over their name cards slightly instead of overlapping with 
any part of the frame.
The rooms varied widely in proportions as well, making it 
hard to follow consistent rules while showing the whole 
room at once. So I decided to zoom up on each room to 
where the walls were roughly the same height and find the 
most “iconic” or identifiable part of that room to situate 
the frame over top of. This allowed for consistency as well 
as identifiability. A small window of the starry background 
was still visible as well.

WEAPONS AND
ROOM CARDS

















BOARD DESIGN
BASE GAME



The concept of the original clue game 
shows the game board within the 
context of a mansion. Since our game 
was set in a spaceship, it did not make 
sense for it to appear as a free-floating 
box of rooms in space.

Also, looking at the room placement, 
rooms such as the “Captain’s bridge” 
had a round wall of windows, yet it was 
surrounded by walls and tiles which 
would have blocked the windows.

Towards the end of the project, I took 
over the board design from a teammate 
who supplied the room layout based 
on the original Clue game. This version 
needed some major redesigning.



 That being said, I scooted the center of 
the board forward to push the captain’s 
bridge out front, allowing for a more 
interesting and functional layout.

The room designs were well underway 
at the time, so I kept all proportions 
of the rooms the same, and I tried 
not to change the number of tiles too 
drastically from the original games to 



IDEATION
From there, I made some sketches and conceptual drawings to explore the shape of a spaceship that could contain 
this very squat shape. The ship needed to be as true to the actual proportions of the board as possible to avoid 
people having to lean over large expanses of the ship to participate in gameplay.



REFINEMENT

I search through lots of sci-fi ship portrayals as well as digital illustrations, search for squat, rounded ships. One 
of the best examples that I found of a similarly shaped silhouette was the Millennial Falcon from Star Wars. 
Based loosely on this shape as well as drawing elements from many other ships, I created a digital sketch of 
the exterior of the ship. From there, I vectorized the ship more precisely and inked the shadows and highlights 
over top in the same style as the characters and weapons.



To make the tiles within the 
spaceships, I referenced images of 
metallic panels and industrial tiles. 
I did not want to stray too heavily 
from the illustration style by adding 
texture or gradients, but I varied 
the thickness of the borders around 
the edges and placed “bolts” at 
intervals on the tiles to give it an 
industrial feel.

 I designated “start” tiles for 
each of the characters

I created “ports” from the Air 
Lock so that players would 
know where to connect the 
expansion game.



BOARD DESIGN
EXPANSION GAME



EXPANSION

The expansion board only needed three rooms, so it was able to take on a 
more standard “rocket” or “spaceship” form - roughly half of the width of 
the base game board but the same height so that they line up exactly when 
played together.
The bridge was designed with different, larger tiles so that it was not 
disproportionately hard to access the new rooms across the gap. The last 
thing I added was the rooms.
After the updates, the ship designs meshed much better with the overall 
illustrative style of the game and were both functional and visually appealing.







MERCH DESIGN
EXPANSION GAME



MERCH
DESIGN

For merch design, I contributed three T-shirt designs. The goal 
of my designs was to make them funny and interesting while 
alluding subtly to our game. I wanted them to feel more like a 
cool inside joke than a shameless advertisement.
The first design highlighted the illustrations of the weapons in 
a different, monochromatic way, intermingling them in a layout 
similar to the icons on the box. They were paired with the 
slightly cheeky text, “Get a Clue” which alludes to their nature 
as “clues” in the game as well as the game being named Clue. 
It is a sort of subtle design that ties in our logo and highlights 
game pieces without being too blatant of an advertisement.
The second design was intended to be a little more humorous, 
playing off of the ridiculous juxtaposition of finding a murderer 
by way of a lighthearted family-friendly game.
The final shirt was a standard clue logo and our iconic clue 
starts. This one is more straightforward as intentional “Clue: in 
Space” brand placement, but I thought it made sense to have 
one of those as well.







AUDIENCE 
PERSONA
Avo, ex nossi ium ta ex me estalesse, 
ta, uterimu rnihi, tata dessid C. Foru-
mena, pubi con dica; eoremus aciem 
is, no. Pessenicipse non Ita remus, ut 
veni sedienatu vidiciendit.
Ticastr aridiis re quiuspicam hus 
actabem opor idit, quitionit adhuc 
tuam inat a veret ponsuli cutertiam 
adeesig iliisse nicastam dius convere 
nuliis.
Itanter fertemus turorei poender 
imenators auctuus.

PROMO WEBSITE
MOCKUP



FIRST 
DRAFT
For our promo website, I created the 
initial mockup. This was a general 
concept, establishing how the sec-
tions and content could potentially 
be laid out and exploring design el-
ements that could be included in the 
game to tie it to the website (specif-
ically, the colors, overlapping ele-
ments, curved borders, and tapered 
outlines). Not all of these design el-
ements translated over to the final 
website design, the wavy lines and 
much of the content layout did.





ASHLEE BRADFORD

IMPACT

◊ My work on this project made a significant visual and functional 
impact on the game. I advocated for and worked to apply the color scheme 
and the illustration style in such a way that we achieved our goal.
◊ We have seen that our game successfully appeals to our targeted 
Gen-Z audience that appreciates artistic reskins of classic games and is 
especially drawn to a distinctly retro-futuristic style
◊ I would love the opportunity to work with you to meet your goals on 
future projects! Contact me at abradford2400@gmail.com



ANGELLE ERICKSON

Studying Communication with an emphasis in Visual Communication, 
design has always been the way that I convey the ongoing conveyer belt 
of ideas in my mind. I have always had an interest in the “why” behind why 
you design something the way you do, and how you can perceive a certain 
message to others simply through a well-executed design. 
For this project, I ensured the overall quality and consistency of style 
executed by creating graphic examples and giving critical feedback to 
maintain a cohesive piece throughout the reskin of Clue. My sole design 
responsibilities entailed:
◊ character ideation
◊ box design ideation
◊ game rulebook
◊ logo design
◊ card design 
◊ game design assets
◊ product photography

ART DIRECTOR
GRAPHIC DESIGN & PHOTOGRAPHY



GOAL
My overall goal as the Art Director 
of this project was to help develop 
stylistic rules to rebrand the original 
board game of Clue in the style of 
retro-futurism. The challenge that this 
brought was to completely give it a 
new style, all while keeping in the retro 
ties of the original Clue game. The 
overall design and cohesive flow of the 
design are where my responsibilities 
and tasks came into play. 



RACHEL SEVY RACHEL SEVY

IMPACT

As all group projects have their struggles, the main 
two struggles this project presented was to develop a 
refined and completely elevated style and be able to 
instruct and critique 6 group members in consistently 
achieving that chosen style. Any lack of communication 
or clarity amongst teammates proved to be futile to 
the execution of this project. Collaborating as a group 
with different team members was necessary in being 
successful with this project.

OUTCOMES

Commitment. This is the answer to all problems. I 
knew I first had to be committed to this role and title. 
With my desire, proper research and development of 
stylistic choices and rules for designing were vital in 
keeping each design not only consistent but to validate 
the process of creating our rebrand style intentionally. 
Creating a detailed agenda and timeline of tasks and 
steps in completing those tasks was what made it 
possible to achieve a solid rebrand of this game. 



As the Art Director, mood boards gave the main idea for 
the theme and style of this redesign, and it was crucial 
at the beginning of the ideation of our concepts in 
researching this chosen style. As I mood boarded, I had the 
responsibility to research in preparation for my individual 
tasks and assignments, as well as the group’s style as a 
whole. I researched different styles of this design era, not 
only for different designs that others created recently, but 
researching for designs that came directly from that period 
in time for this concept. Mood boards also provided the 
features of ideas I was trying to create for certain concepts. 
i.e. specific dimensions of technical elements- astronaut 
helmet, moon texture, star footprints, and printed asset 
layouts.
The feeling and theme that needed to be executed were 
that of “vintage nostalgia”. In these examples, I found that 
the retro-futurism style entails flat contrast with minimal 
highlights and shadows. With this, the dimensions of design 
elements are closely related to real-life dimensions- hardly 
ever does a design exaggerate a shape or size.

MOODBOARDS



SKETCHING



SKETCHING
I have always had a love/hate relationship with sketching. There seems to be 

a pattern for me of either being good at sketching my concepts or not being 

able to execute them in the way I want to. Or, I cannot sketch what exactly I’m 

envisioning, but I can execute the design I’m envisioning in the execution stage. 

But in the end, any idea is just an idea without getting it into a design first. A friend 

of mine once said, “if you didn’t write it down, it didn’t happen.” And therefore, 

sketching is so fundamental in the ideation stage. For this section, I will solely 

focus on the sketches I had for all the concepts I was responsible for. 

At the beginning of the ideation for Clue: Space Edition, we started with the 

characters, and that is where the journey for sketching begins. 



CHARACTERS

First, I began by sketching out concepts for the characters 
Captain Oculus and Professor Planta. While sketching, I 
was able to discover the personalities I wanted each of 
them to have. For Captain Oculus, I wanted him to be 
a stern and mysterious leader. For Professor Planta, he 
was going to be a clean and distinguished man, yet, had 
a slightly insane edge to him.



LOGO

The second sketch concept I highly focused on was sketching 
for the logo. As you can see in a lot of these sketches, I explored 
several different variations of different concepts, as well as 
exploring different concept ideas altogether. Since space 
was the main theme of our game and its design, I wanted to 
incorporate several different space-like elements. I tried using 
planet rings, a moon texture, and an astronaut. These ultimately 
proved to be too distracting.  At first, when I decided on the 
simple retro tie-back to the original game, I felt I had wasted 
my time with all the other sketches. But, because I was able 
to explore all of those different ideas in that process, I could 
validate the reasoning behind those chosen designs that most 
correlated with our chosen style. 

CARD DESIGN

For the front  of  the card design,  I  wanted the 
logo to interact  with di f ferent  drafted design 
elements .  I  thought that  to emphasize the 
space theme,  I  could rei terate the astronaut 
icon with a moon-l ike texture,  or  ut i l ize the 
planet  r ings. 



DESIGN ASSETS

After all of my sketching for my previous assigned tasks listed 
above, there were still different assets left that contributed to 
the ideation for different elements in the game. I spent a lot 
of time sketching various astronaut helmets, space satellites, 
moon textures, boot imprints, magnifying glasses, an ariel 
room layout, and different merch designs. While not all of 
these design assets were used, they again, helped in the 
process of validating what would add to our overall project, 
or what would take away from it.

Sketching something does not make it set in stone. Rather, 
it shows you your process and makes you prove your 
design and style choice- why you design things in a certain 
way. Sketching is the stage where I developed the rules of 
our design group style while having none to start with in 
the first place.



DRAFTS



DRAFTS
With every developed sketch, came a solidified concept for a draft and/or 

mockup. These drafts and mockups weren’t the finalized designs, but it was with 

these mockups and designs I was able to obtain feedback and further refine the 

final design. Drafts were vital in realizing whether a concept would work for the 

vision or goal in mind. For example, with the back of the card design, I spent 

about 2 weeks solidifying the execution of the design concept. And displayed 

are about 8 different attempts of the actual concepts. I’d now like to present the 

drafts of each idea and the reasoning behind each process of the design.



CHARACTERS

Captain Oculus and Profressor Planta were concepts I loved 
ideating in the sketching process. When it came to design out these 
characters, I wanted to show each of their chosen personalities 
through each of their specific and idenfiable features. In these 
drafts, I used Adobe IllustratorI chose a tapered brush to outline 
and draw out these features. I felt that by focusing soley on each 
distinct feature of the characters, it would keep the design simple, 
yet strongly indetifiable in shape and proportion. By using a 
tapered brush to create an outline, I was able to solidify the flat-
like look for both of these concepts. 



ASTRONAUT 

The astronaut man was a design concept I stayed with for almost 
a month. I studied the reflections, specific sizes, and dimensions 
of what made an astronaut helmet and suit their exact iconic 
shape. I wanted this design asset to be more cartoon-like than 
the characters for this icon shape to be more versatile and used 
throughout the game. Simultaneously, I wanted to create a sense 
of mysteriousness in the silhouette of the overall shapes within 
the design of the astronaut. Although this asset was not used 
in our final game redesign, I thoroughly enjoyed the process 
of applying different design principles and rules to design a 
cohesive game element.



BOX DESIGN

For the box design, I wasn’t heavily involved with the in-depth 
process of the final design, but I did draft up several different 
concepts to help consolidate our final design. It was interesting 
to draft ideas that would accurately reflect the message of our 
game: mysterious and animated with a retro-futuristic style. 

While these drafted designs were not used in the final execution, 
we were able to go in the direction we wanted- which was to 
create individual design assets and have them displayed in an 
organized grid layout.



CARD DESIGN

The card design was something I explored and curated 
throughout the majority of the project. This design was 
something I knew needed to be cohesive with our stylistic 
choices but also needed to be executed well as it would be 
the first and dominant design players would see while playing 
the game. To ensure the quality of this crucial asset, I drafted 
several different variations I had sketched and used the process 
of elimination to see what elements would support our chosen 
style, and what wouldn’t. For example, I initially wanted to 
include a texture and bootprint in the design, but this did not 
accurately convey the message of a “space mystery” theme.



CON’T.

I explored elements of different moon textures, boot 
imprints, magnifying glasses, the astronaut helment, 
and the color and layout of the logo.

As I drafted different designs and different concepts, 
I came to find that less was more in not only the layout 
of the elements of the card design, but as well as the 
design of each specific asset used on the card. With 
this decision, I wanted to focus on the simplicity of 
the design as to not take away from the back of the 
character and weapon cards.



BACK OF CARD

Although I had the primary responsibility of the front of the 
card design, I also assisted in the design of the layout for 
the character and weapon cards. I worked with a teammate 
in taking different features of other game assets we had 
made to incorporate with the design of these cards. The 
main element we drafted was the tapered rectangle from 
the scorecards and rulebook. In the designs I drafted, I 
did different renditions with different fonts, and see how 
each font interacted differently with this design element. 
In exploring these different drafts, I could see which assets 
interacted well, and complimented the characters. After 
trying to reiterate the name throughout, or having the 
tapered box overlap, we realized we needed to create 
something that would diminish or distract from the design 
of the characters and weapons.



PRODUCT
PHOTOGRAPHY

After most of our game pieces and assets were designed, I had to wait 
for them to ship after they were being ordered. During the time I was 
waiting, I had two photoshoots where I was able to explore and establish 
the layout of the pieces, as well as the editing I wanted to use on the 
photos. 
In the first shoot, I used a random board game and was focusing mainly 
on lighting and the layout of game pieces. I came to find that I did not 
want to use studio lighting due to the fluorescent finish it appeared to 
add to the pieces. I did, however, establish different layouts I would use 
in the final shoot. 



CON’T.



PHOTOGRAPHY
CON’T.

The second shoot was much more organized. I was able to utilize the 
established layouts for the products and experiment more with the 
lighting. As with most of the designs I created throughout this project, I 
wanted to create a very prevalent sense of mystery. I was able to achieve 
this with an LED light stand in a pitch-dark room and editing in post with 
Adobe Lightroom to create a stark contrast in color and lighting. This 
editing was inspired by vintage promo ads from the 60’s. 



CON’T.



LOGO DESIGN

Out of all of the design assignments I was given, the logo was the most 
lucrative I needed to execute. In all of the drafts I designed, I did my 
best in finding different space-like elements I could incorporate into the 
design of the logo. In this process of trying to find different objects that 
would work, I asked myself questions such as, “which space objects have 
the most distinguishable shape?”, “How can I incorporate a retro style 
while making an easily recognizable logo?” In this process, I had a hard 
time finding what truly “fit” our theme. It was difficult to keep a retro 
style, all while being space and futuristic themed. I tried incorporating 
a vector moon texture, the letter “C” in the shape of the moon, and so 
many other assets. 
As I designed all of these different ideas, I came to find the same theme 
I did while designing the cards- less will be more. Each element of the 
game with the character and weapons needed to be highlighted by 
the logo, not overshadowed by its design. With this realization, I came 
back to the original clue logo. Simple in its shape and silhouette, It had 
become a classic vintage design that aged with time. But, it was missing 
depth. I experimented with this original shape and added a blended 
layer behind it in a different shade to add contrast. 



FEEDBACK & REFINEMENT



FEEDBACK 
&

REFINEMENT
As the art director of our group, a lot of my responsibilities varied from the other 

designers and illustrators of our group. As I spent time on my projects, I was also 

heavily involved in giving constructive feedback as well as giving refinement 

examples to the group members. 

These are some examples of the constructed feedback and refinement I gave to 

keep the designs of our group consistent.



The casting of the shadows 

and highlights is in accurate 

accordance to the light 

source

The outline stokes 
needed to have the same 
width and edge.

The size of the objects 

needed to be cosistent 

in proportion

THE ROOMS

An occurring theme with the design of the rooms was 
the perspective- how the player would view the layout. 
It became apparent that all the layouts and designs of 
the rooms needed a top-down view. How the shadows 
and highlights hit each object would change the very 
depth of the room. By changing the size and adjustment 
of different objects throughout, we were able to make 
the perspective not only consistent but realistic. Another 
crucial element we needed to keep consistent was the 
strokes of all design outlines.



Change the shape of 
features to have more 
realistic proportions The size of the objects 

needed to be cosistent in 
proportion and coloring

CHARACTERS

With the characters being one of the main focal points of the 
game the style was the most crucial element to nail- that all 
came down to the brush we used, shapes, highlights, shadows, 
and the elements incorporated with the characters. I was able 
to take each draft, and help progress them along the path by 
giving specific feedback on what needed to change to match 
our chosen style. 
While the character concepts were being drafted, some of them 
turned out more cartoonish than others. To change this we 
need to match the technique of the highlighting and shading is 
applied. As well as evaluating if proportions were being drawn 
out in realistic proportions or in exaggerated dimensions. 

WEAPONS

With the weapons, there was the same problem in the draft 
of their overall designs. To keep them looking consistent, they 
needed similar highlighting and shadow strokes, as well as 
corresponding to the dimensions of their features. 



Add sections by topic 
and gameplay order

Change the coloring to 
be more cohesive with the 
game cards

Add even margins and 
columns for consistent 
alignment

RULEBOOK

The rulebook was an asset of our game that needed to be 
designed in a concise, yet stylistic manner. I was able to refine 
both the layout of the inside of the rulebook by section and the 
topic of the game in chronological order. I used Adobe InDesign 
to have consitent margins and column size. This change in 
formatting better allowed the reader and players of the game 
to follow the rules according to the flow of the gameplay. 

With this, I was able to design assets such as star bullet points 
to reference back to the style elements of the game. With the 
cover of the rulebook, I imported it into a PSD file to change the 
coloring to better match the color of the game pieces, cards, 
and box. 



EXECUTIONS



LOGO

In the drafting process of the logo, I decided to adequately 
reference the vintage and retro tieback to the original game, I 
would revise the original logo. I added a blend feature between 
two vector images of the logo to add more depth and contrast. 
In doing this, it would stand out more on the cards, rulebook, 
gameboard, website, and merchandise. I feel that by revising the 
original logo to match the theme of our game, we were better 
able to create a feeling of nostalgia with this vintage asset. The 
final rendition of the logo was executed in Adobe Illustrator.



FRONT  
OF CARD

After spending several hours with the design and layout of the 
back of the card, I decided to have it reflect the murder-mystery 
theme in a simple way. I decided that the vector moon texture 
and astronaut icon were too distracting with the logo. I did, 
however, still want to incorporate the idea of the moon in the 
card to have it reflect the space theme of the game. To illude the 
idea of mystery more subtly, I added footprints in the moondust 
to convey a feeling of eeriness and wonder. 
I wanted to incorporate the original Clue card design and did 
this by overlapping the logo onto the background. 



GAME 
PIECES

For the game pieces, the process happened in a quickened 
version of sketching and executing all at once. I needed to created 
a design that fit game pieces proportionally and wouldn’t be too 
top or bottom heavy. I took style elements utilized in the cards, 
such as the tapered edge stroke, cream background, and the 
long-tailed star. With these three elements I was able to create 
character game pieces and weapon tokens that reiterated the 
design in a minimal, yet distinguished way. 



RULEBOOK
While the rulebook was simple in design, it was important for me 
to create a layout that was interactive for the reader. I wanted to 
avoid confusion to the players of the game, so I sectioned out each 
topic and created subsections to further organize the logistics 
of the game. I kept it consice with the coloring to create contrast 
from each category and subcategory. I used a different rendition 
of the long-tailed star for bullet points to add simple details of 
the iconic elements used throughout the design of the game. 



CON’T.

I revisioned the back cover in Adobe Illustrator to further 
reiterate the drop shadow effect from the front cover as well as 
its coloring. I wanted to include the idea of a narrative prompt 
as the vintage game had but chose to rewrite it to better match 
the genre of this space version. While I did not draw out the 
Rulebook front cover, I did edit it in Procreate to change the 
coloring of the elements and finishing of the textures. The text 
and long-tailed star were added Adobe Photoshop. 



PRODUCT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Product photography was something I spent some of the 
most time with, but the overall process was smooth and the 
feedback was generally easier to apply. I owe that to my 
previous experience and passion for photography. But, with 
my test shots, I quickly realized product photography was not 
something I was well versed with. I was fortunate enough to 
use lighting equipment and textured surfaces that allowed me 
to execute the editing and overall look I had established in my 
moodboarding and ideation stage. 
In the final shots, I used an LED light stand and metal sheet 
in a dark room to create a dark-to-light contrast of the game 
pieces. I was able to edit these fairly easily due to this process 
of lighting. Using Adobe Lightroom to edit, I added a higher 
amount of grain to create texture and a nostalgic vintage feel. 
These photos were taken mainly for the website, Instagram ads, 
and some of the amazon mockup photography.



MORE PHOTOS





RACHEL SEVY RACHEL SEVY

TAKEAWAYS

Every project has its end, but the skills and lessons 
learned do not have to end as well. I’m grateful for 
the opportunity this project gave me in learning 
how to develop skills to maintain consistency and 
in realizing its importance. Consistency requires full 
attentiveness, and consistency in a group requires 
full and transparent communication. 
Due to the nature of this being a group-based 
project, I was able to work with 6 people who all 
possed their skillset. Because of this uniqueness, I 
was given the chance to learn what each of their 
different strengths was. 

Once I became better aware of what these strengths 
were, I began to see how their talents and skillset could 
be used in a specific way to collaborate with the team. 
Everyone had an individual role in illustration, graphic 
design, promotional curation, and so forth.

With this project, I also learned valuable skills in 
developing a rebrand of an iconic design- the original 
Clue board game. Researching the different and 
specific styles for the original game of clue, I learned 
which colors, fonts, strokes, shading, and highlights 
were specific to this era in design.

Above all, I was able to learn that success is possible 
in the midst of struggles and seeming chaos. For 
progress to be made, everyone has to do their part, 
but they also must learn how to work according to the 
set style rules in a structured timeframe.
When deadlines weren’t met, progress wasn’t made. 
And I made it a theme throughout this project to 
constantly be assessing and adjusting. If a task was 
not accomplished, I would assess why it wasn’t getting 
done, and address that issue directly. Most of the time, 
it was a misunderstanding of what was supposed to be 
getting done or miscommunication in expectations. 
For success to be achieved, expectations must be set 
and reiterated throughout the project.



At the end of every project and task I’ve been able to work on, I love the 
end moment of every one of them. The moment of not just relief, but the 
moment of reflection. While working on something, trying to achieve a a 
certain vision or goal, your perspective can become narrowed. For me, it’s 
hard to not always focus on the pain of the struggle, or the mishaps that 
may occur, but, being able to choose to reskin the original game of Clue, 
I’ve been in awe at how much people can accomplish, but even more so 
when they work together to reach and develop the vision they had so 
detailedly planned for. No, this project wasn’t perfect. But as I reflect on all 
the effort I gave, and my team gave, we were very successful in creating 
a piece that did the original design honor and justice in a new light. We 
designed and produced a new style together and we did so by each doing 
our unique role. 

CONCLUSION



RACHAEL BERHAN

I’m a graphic designer who loves solving design problems. I’ve enjoyed fine 
art since I was young, and I’ve been able to channel my natural creativity 
through my passion for graphic design. I love being able to craft meaningful 
messages through high-level design work. I participated in many different 
parts of the game, but my main responsability was rooms. For this project,  
I created:
◊ 9 base game rooms
◊ 2 expansion game rooms
◊ 1 Instagram story ad
◊ 3 video storyboards

GRAPHIC DESIGN,
ILLUSTRATION



GOING TO 
OUTER SPACE

Participating in the creation of Space Clue took me to a new 
dimension, an unknown galaxy of creative experiences. I am 
usually firmly grounded in reality with two feet on planet Earth. 
Reality is my comfort zone in life and in design. I’ve never 
found the time to watch the world-renowned space movies, 
like Star Wars, Star Trek, Dune, or Avatar, because they exist 
too far outside my comfort zone of reality.
In this project, I loved the experience of letting go of reality 
and imagining new characters and extra-terrestrial beings. 
Breaking out of my reality-based way of thinking elevated my 
designs because it allowed me to become a risk-taker. From 
start to finish, I was able to push the boundaries within each 
phase of my design work.

          



TITLE OF 
SLIDE

Volorrum quae. Itas voluptio te nobitas voluptio. Ediscias etur, 
quid es di aut mini consequia vero et quas nihiliq uundandae 
nosamet renissequi atenimin praest es comnias sequam quid 
quati di sed ut et quisquatum voluptat poreperspero quas 
endiorunt.
Nus. Ignihit asperibusa aliqui sum harunt.
Ris et ommodip sumquo ea quo id ut eaquat ipsant eos atem 
everum voloreicate por sus rem et aceptam, cora ipsandignam 
fuga. Et vel moluptae porio mo et modit verum harchiliciae 
siminus mo blab ime res di idundest, exerit lam nos reribus, in 
nonet que velisim enimusd anditate simus rectes remolore, odi 
sequi officiaecus eosa nulliquistem raescie ndeliquia nonem 
volori ommodi unt qui ommolo doluptatur sus que repre, sit 
hicab iducium eatiaeris etus cus, ad eatius et ut re doluptas 
el eost as as dionsequi que nempor aligent vendunt delique 
nonsecae aut aliam consequia dunt laborendiore in repudae. 
Ut am aliquae cuptatiatur

PURPOSE
My goal for this project was to get out of my comfort 
zone and mold myself into a more well-rounded 
designer. I set out to:
• Improve design skills
• Learn new design techniques
• Work better as a team member
• Become a self-starter
• Get out of my comfort zone, 
• Think more creatively



STYLE INSPIRATION
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STYLE
RESEARCH
The risk-taking began with moodboarding. As a 
team, we decided to go with a retro-futuristic space 
style. I didn’t know what retrofuturism was, so I 
began researching. I learned about The Jetsons and 
the retrofuturism movement. I quickly discovered 
the many different art styles within retrofuturism. I 
researched and explored these styles to get an idea of 
all the directions we could go with our designs. 



MOODBOARD



INITIAL IDEATIONS



CAPTAIN
IDEATION

We started sketching and ideating concepts for each part of 
our game. As I ideated, I experimented with different styles. 
Since we hadn’t decided on a style for the ideation stage of the 
project, I was able to experiment. 
We were all assigned to work on ideation for the ship’s captain. 
All the ideations went in very different directions. I imagined 
the captain to look like an old sailor, similar to a sea captain 
from Moby Dick. I found a picture of an old ship captain from 
the 1800s and sketched a similar idea. 
I chose this style of ship captain because I imagined the 
spaceship captain to be old, war-beaten, seasoned, confident, 
and rough around the edges. If this man was to be a captain 
that would command a spaceship, he has to be pretty shady 
and street smart to be successful.

REFERENCE

INK

SKETCH

FINAL



BLOB
IDEATION

We decided one of our crew members would be a blob 
character, the janitor for the ship. I used the blob alien 
character from “Monsters vs. Aliens” as a reference idea.
I brainstormed how the blob character could use aspects of its 
body to clean the ship. I put spikes on the bottom of its body 
that could act as a scrub to clean the ship’s floors. I added 
antennas and rolls of jelly fat to its body to make it  
more blob-like. 

PAPER SKETCHES

REFERENCE

EXECUTION

DIGITAL SKETCH

FINAL



ALIEN
IDEATION

I looked at retro-futuristic alien examples I found online and 
figured out how to recreate that look. The examples I found 
used a singular color with highlights, shadows, and midtones, 
which I tried to follow. I made my own version that I was 
delighted with. It took hours, but my alien execution prompted 
specific style choices for our game.
As I replicated a retro-futuristic alien illustration, I found 
specific style rules within my reference images that I was able 
to follow. The style rules I discovered were:
• Shadows, highlights, and midtones used throughout the 

body
• Big highlight blotches within the eyes
• Sharp strokes used to distinguish details of the body
• One base color used
• Implied lines created through shadows

REFERENCE

SKETCH 2

SKETCH 1

FINAL



DRONE
IDEATION

I sketched from references of many different types of drones 
(ovular, circular, winged, etc.). Looking at varying shapes, sizes, 
and styles of drones helped me familiarize myself with the 
possibilities. I sketched tons of different variations to get a feel 
for what shape of a drone would go best with the style and 
theme of our game. 
My teammates suggested that I look at one of the Star Wars 
drones as a reference for creating the drone weapon for 
our game. This helped me understand how the gadgets on 
the drone worked. I combined features from all the different 
drones I had looked at to create a unique drone for our game. 

REFERENCE

EXECUTION

SKETCH

FINAL



SCORECARD
IDEATION

I did a rough execution of the scorecard, which was not used 
in our final Clue game because it didn’t look retro-futuristic. 
The scorecard I made was simple and used the colors of the 
game but didn’t match up with the style choices of the rest of 
the game. Many of the aspects of my execution made it to the 
final scorecard. My execution was similar to the scorecard in 
the original Clue game but didn’t add much beyond that. The 
final execution of the scorecard repeats elements from other 
parts of the game to make it more cohesive. Although I didn’t 
create the final execution of the scorecards, I was able to help 
visualize the idea for my teammate, who continued working on 
the scorecard.
My design executions and ideations were a springboard for the 
final designs. None of my ideas were completely wasted, and 
it’s clear that my work provided the team with solid concepts. 
This was especially helpful in the inking process for the cards 
because our team already had concepts to fall back on once 
we solidified our style choice. 

ORIGINAL

MY EXECUTION



CREATING CLUE ROOMS
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SKETCHES
I worked on room assignments with another team 
member. We decided to do the rooms in a top-down 
one-point perspective similar to the original  
Clue game rooms. 
I began sketching out the rooms in Adobe Fresco but 
quickly found that creating exact architectural designs 
was very hard while sketching digitally. We decided to 
try creating the rooms in Adobe illustrator, which was 
very helpful in making the designs more precise.
While sketching the rooms, I got creative with what 
items to include in each room. I knew that the items  
found in each would speak to the room’s purpose. 
We wanted the rooms to feel natural and lived in, so 
I started brainstorming and researching what items 
would be in each room. For example, when sketching 
the supply closet, I included vacuums, bottles of 
cleaning solutions, mops, and storage boxes to make 
it look like an industrial supply closet. As I sketched 
the observatory, I added bookshelves to make it a 
scholarly place of learning. These details brought  
the rooms to life.



THE 
SYSTEM

My teammate and I created a system to help us complete the 
rooms. She would sketch the rooms in Procreate and plot out 
where the highlights and shadows were. I would then take 
her sketches into Illustrator, image trace, and color them. This 
system was similar to the system my teammates had created to 
execute the characters.
This system didn’t succeed because expanding the sketches 
created unclean, wonky vectors. We had to go in and recreate 
all the sketches in Illustrator, so they were cleaner and usable. 
Tracing the sketches in Illustrator elevated the quality of the 
rooms, but there were still many inconsistencies between the 
rooms. We identified the inconsistencies and got to work fixing 
them because consistency in design is imperative.

PROCREATE
SKETCH

EXPANDED AND
COLORED

EXECUTED IN
ILLUSTRATOR



No highlights

Room colors 
match characters

Correct door perspective,
dimension, and size

Correct furniture sizes

Correct dimension of 
objects in room

Highlights

Incorrect furniture sizes

Room colors do not
match characters

Incorrect door perspective,
dimension, and size

Incorrect dimension of 
objects in room

BEFORE AFTER

ROOM CHANGES



ROOM CHANGES

BEFORE AFTER

Consistent 
stroke size

Door 
frame added

Consistent 
floor size

Consistent 
wall height

Random 
floor size

Random  
stroke size

Random 
wall height

Door goes into 
the ceiling



RACHEL SEVY

As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing 
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic 
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the 
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked 
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintage-
feeling style we were going for. 
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the 
boxes for the board games and the website. 
◊ For this project, I created:
◊ One “base game” box design
◊ One “expansion game” box design
◊ One “base game” character bios insert
◊ One “expansion game” character bios insert
◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN

FINAL ROOMS

BRIDGE OBSERVATORY SPACE BAR
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◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN

FINAL ROOMS

SUPPLY CLOSET INFIRMARY TERRARIUM
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As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing 
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic 
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the 
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked 
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintage-
feeling style we were going for. 
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the 
boxes for the board games and the website. 
◊ For this project, I created:
◊ One “base game” box design
◊ One “expansion game” box design
◊ One “base game” character bios insert
◊ One “expansion game” character bios insert
◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN

FINAL ROOMS

LAB ARMORY SLEEPING QUARTERS



RACHEL SEVY

As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing 
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic 
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the 
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked 
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintage-
feeling style we were going for. 
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the 
boxes for the board games and the website. 
◊ For this project, I created:
◊ One “base game” box design
◊ One “expansion game” box design
◊ One “base game” character bios insert
◊ One “expansion game” character bios insert
◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN

FINAL ROOMS

KITCHEN AIRLOCK



ROOM OBSTACLES



COLORING

The colors we initially used for the rooms were not purposeful. 
They were randomly chosen from our color palette. As the 
characters were completed, we used the color themes from 
the characters to select room colors. There were about five 
main colors used to color the characters: blue, green, scarlet, 
gold, light tan, and dark brown. Incorporating these colors into 
the rooms increased the cohesiveness between  the characters 
and the rooms. 
We paired specific characters with rooms they would belong 
to — similar to the original Clue game. For example, we paired 
Captain Oculus with The Bridge Room, The Chef with The 
Kitchen, and The Robot Maid with The Supply Closet. We used 
the colors within each character execution to pick the final 
colors for the rooms.
This change instantly made the characters and rooms match, 
despite their slightly different style. This is because we were 
intentional with the colors and implemented and followed 
a system to guide our design choices. These color choices 
helped the rooms to take on the look and feel of each 
character — making the rooms and characters consistent.           

OVERLY BRIGHT MUTED, MOODY



RESEARCH AND
LEARNING

Before this project, I did not fully understand how light  
worked in top-down, one-point perspective illustrations. I 
made an intensive study of how light would look from a top-
down perspective. Additional manpower from within our 
team was summoned to help correctly implement light and 
perspective into the rooms. 
I learned so much about one-point perspective, shadows, 
highlights, and dimensions from multiple teammates who 
understood these concepts well. I also researched one-point 
perspective by watching perspective grid videos online. 
This helped me grasp the main concept of how light and 
perspective work so that I could apply it to my designs. 
          



LIGHT, SHADOWS 
AND PERSPECTIVE

Light: To incorporate perspective and light correctly, we 
created two different radial perspective line bursts: one with  
an intersecting point leading to the center of the room and one 
with an intersecting point leading to the center of the top of 
the door frame.
Shadows: I learned that to create accurate shadows, the 
shadows must follow the perspective of the light along the 
floor. When the shadow hits an object in the room, it changes 
course and follows the perspective of the room. 
Perspective: To give the items in the room dimension, I simply 
would follow the perspective of the radial burst that went to 
the center of the room. I finally began to understand how to 
make the perspective look realistic, and I applied  
this to our rooms. 

LIGHT BURST PERSPECTIVE BURST



PROMOTIONAL CONTENT



STORYBOARDS
AND VIDEO SHOOT

We decided to produce thirty seconds of promotional video 
content for our game. Another teammate created a beautiful 
storyboard, but when the videographer we commissioned 
reviewed it, he said he didn’t have time to do the voiceover, 
editing, and animation required for this concept. We had to 
find something simpler to do and fast. He used tools on hand 
to create simple sequences of the game pieces, like actors 
playing the game, etc. 
I had some ideas about shots we could get to promote 
the game in the videos, which were incorporated into the 
storyboard. In this experience, I was able to use leadership 
skills in a demanding and time-sensitive situation. I directed 
the video shoot and gave my ideas to the videographer. The 
actors also had terrific ideas that we took into account. The 
videographer created three ten-second videos that promoted 
our game and allowed us to show the beautiful details of our 
work. We got closeups of our designs, and the videographer 
brought various lighting to the shoot, which allowed us to 
involve some creative colors that matched our designs’  
blue and yellow color palette in our promo videos. 



RACHEL SEVY

As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing 
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic 
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the 
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked 
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintage-
feeling style we were going for. 
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the 
boxes for the board games and the website. 
◊ For this project, I created:
◊ One “base game” box design
◊ One “expansion game” box design
◊ One “base game” character bios insert
◊ One “expansion game” character bios insert
◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN

STORYBOARDS

STORYBOARD 1 STORYBOARD 2 STORYBOARD 3
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INSTAGRAM 
STORY AD
I created a three-section Instagram story ad to 
promote the Clue game. I made my own sketches 
inspired by our game’s assets (galaxy, knife, etc.). I 
wanted the promotion to match our unique style and 
space theme. I showed different parts of the actual 
game, even the parts I didn’t create, so our audience 
could understand what the game’s content entailed. To 
promote the game I:
• Hooked people with a pun 
• Included an element of mystery
• Gave the audience information on where they 

could purchase the game



RACHEL SEVY

As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing 
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic 
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the 
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked 
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintage-
feeling style we were going for. 
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the 
boxes for the board games and the website. 
◊ For this project, I created:
◊ One “base game” box design
◊ One “expansion game” box design
◊ One “base game” character bios insert
◊ One “expansion game” character bios insert
◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN

FINAL INSTAGRAM AD 

SLIDE 1 SLIDE 2 SLIDE 3



LETS WORK 
TOGEHTER!

I put in the necessary work to achieve my goals for this project, 
and I was able to meet each and every one of them. My 
designs improved, and I learned new design techniques, such 
as one-point perspective. I was a caring team member who 
looked out for the needs of the team and always did my best 
to help and lead. I was able to motivate myself to conduct 
research and learn on my own. I also learned to step out of my 
comfort zone and leave the confines of reality, which helped 
me think more creatively.
Because of this project, I became a better designer and team 
player. I’m excited to continue improving my skills by learning, 
growing, and working with other creatives. 

CONTACT:
• Phone: 360-310-6423
• Email: rachaelanneliseberhan@gmail.com
• Instagram: @rachaelberhandesigns



CADEN DAWSON

I have always loved the fine art of illustration. Creating art in very specific 
styles has always been exciting and interesting to me. I love studying and 
deconstructing the different techniques that master artists us.

Thanks to the amazing team that I worked with, we were able to build 
off of eachother’s strengths and create an entertaining take on the CLue 
boardgame.

In this project, my main responsibility was to illustrate the characters, 
weapons, and assist in the design of the rooms.

Sketching and inking each element became my main responsibility. This 
helped to maintain a consistent look throught all the elements. I will go into 
that on the next page.

I also helped create some merch items and design elements for card backs.

ILLUSTRATOR



CHARACTERS

Thanks to the wonderful team I worked with, I was 
able to jump right into illustrating. They already 
created the character concepts so it made my 
job of executing much easier.

One thing I did to try to follow the retro style 
we were going for was use a custom Photoshop 
brush. This added a nice hand drawn texture to 
each design.

One of the problems that we had to solve was 
that information would be lost between handing 
the design off between sketches, inking, and 
coloring. For example, I would ink a material with 
the idea that it would be colored tan. I would fail to 
relay this decision to the artist who colored them. 
This caused some problems in the highlights and 
contrast of the characters.

This was an easy fix however. It just took some 
more communication between the teamates. 
We made sure to clarify each design decision we 
made. No matter how small.



Empress Galactic

Chef Pronto



Dr.  Freshwater

M.A.I .D TA.MM.Y



Captain Occulus

Prof.  Planta



Commander Bo

Custodian Jub



Mister Al Astrochimp Jim



The weapons were a fun project to tackle. Again, thanks to 
the amazing team I worked with I was able to take their fun 
ideas and do what I love. Illustrate!

I sketched out each weapon just like the characters. I used 
the sketching stage to solve any problems like lighting and 
reflections.

I then went in and inked over the sketches. I used the same 
custom Photoshop brush to add to that hand drawn look.

WEAPONS



I got into the room game later in the project. It was crunch 
time and we needed all hands on deck. So I cranked out 
the observatory, supply closet, and terrarium rooms.

These were a blast to design becuase it has been too long 
since I’ve played with a one-point perspective piece. There 
were a few challenges and problems to solve to make sure 
the scale of each room was consistent. Once we jumped 
those hurdles and crossed those rivers we were pumping 
out rooms left and right. The end products turned out 
great!

ROOMS



AVIE EICHELBERGER

I think that the most powerful thing about visual design is the ability to tell a 
story without using words. While working on this project, it was my goal to 
try and tell a story with every illustration, design and movement.

My main responsibilities were:
-character concept design
-weapon design
-room refinement
-web animations
-video editing

GRAPHIC AND WEB 

DESIGN, VIDEO



CHARACTERS



Our first step in the project was determining what we 
wanted to include. So I spent the first little while trying to 
figure out what kind of characters would live on our space 
station, how they might act, what roles they have, and 
(maybe most importantly) how they might look.
So I dug into the depths of my unnecessarily large 
store of sci-fi knowledge and came up with a few 
different ideas for jobs, races, and basic concepts.  
I scribbled out a few explorations to get a feel for the 
various directions we could take. 

“Please, I can steer through 
this with my eyes closed.” 
Little quotes helped me 
imagine each character.

An early attempt at how I 
invisioned the cards

Monochromatic 
color sketches 
to imagine final 
concepts

CHARACTER
IDEATION



CHARACTER
DESIGN

After a discussion, we came up with a cast of characters 
that we wanted to populate our game. We delegated basic 
sketching and designing to different members of the group. 
I was assigned the “cyborg chef” and “ape cadet” characters. 
I have never been more honored.
Again, I whipped out some loose sketches, trying to land on 
personalities and how I could show them through the character 
design and pose.
After this, we were ablee to decide upon the general 
appearance we wanted our final characters to have. 



STYLE
Our next hurdle was the all-import-
ant (but ridiculously hard to nail) art 
style. I tried to use the mood boards 
we had compiled as inspiration for 
different things.
We all started by creating a card for 
the captain character. 
I liked the idea of pretty realistic 
shapes with no linework and using 
dark, stylistic shadows and a silhou-
ette outline to show where details 
would be. 
Of course, we had a lot more varia-
tions to go through.  I chose to prac-
tice with my chef design. 



Posterized photo sort of look

Shadows, midtones, and 
highlights. Only brightest 
and darkest areas.

Similar approach, but softer, 
and with  more color  and 

tone variations 

Expressive poses

Fun fact, everything still 
comes from the same hue. 

Just different saturations and 
brightness  levels. 

RACHEL SEVY RACHEL SEVY



Less realistic proportions

“Scratchy” areas of 
highlights and details

Line overlap, kind of reckless 
appearance

Same pose (we liked this 
one)

Darker outline and shadow, 
lighter other shades. 

RACHEL SEVY RACHEL SEVY



We chose to move forward with a more cartoony approach.
 I joined a team with two other people to handle character 
design moving forward. It was a bit hard for us to replicate 
the style exactly (see astronaut lady), so we chose to treat 
it like an assembly line. 
One person would sketch, one would ink, and one would 
handle color.  
I got put in charge of sketching. This required taking all the 
sketches and designs people had worked on so far, and 
redrew them to match our new style. 
Originally, we liked the idea of a bust view of all the 
characters looking dramatically forward. 

OOF no

New VersionOther People’s stuff

CHARACTER CONCEPT 
SOLIDIFIED



SKETCHES



We were off to a pretty good start with a good handful 
of the characters inked and colored. But we decided 
the “staring at the camera” pose just wasn’t adding the 
personality that our game needed. 
So, we divided the characters amongst our mini-team 
again, and re-sketched the characters with more dynamic 
poses. 
We especially wanted our characters to be engaged 
in some activity, like the chef cooking, or the scientist 
examining beakers. 
I think this led to some really fun designs. 

Infinitely more of a party

CHARACTERS
REDESIGNED



WEAPONS



You can’t murder people without weapons, you silly goose! 
And if you’re going to play Clue, you need some deadly 
devices.
You know, like ballpoint pens and stuff. 
Agian, I started out just sketching some random ideas and 
basic concepts for weapons to pitch to the team. 
A lot of these ideas made it into our final game, and 
some of these sketches were used as bases for our later 
promotional material. 

WEAPON
IDEATION



PARASITE
DESIGN

It’s not as dangerous as it sounds, trust me. 
Once again, we divided design responsibilities amongst the 
team, and I chose to work on the parasite weapon. 
I focused on how the parasite could make sense in the story, 
and while the final design for this one is a goopy mass, we did 
keep the idea of putting it in a capsule or jar. 



I also did the initial illustrations for the weapons in the 
expansion pack. 
The expansion weapons were a little goofier than our base 
weapons, so it was a challenge to try to make a pen and a 
vacuum hose while maintaining our art style. 
We swapped the colors around later, but the designs and 
inking were kept the same.
I had to refine the designs after my initial go to try and 
match the style better, as well as just clean up a few sloppy 
bits. 
Lastly, I made a few background variations for our weapon 
cards. None of them were used in the final version, but it 
helped to explore ideas. 

EXPANSION
WEAPONS



BACKGROUNDS



ROOM REFINEMENT



CALLING ALL 
ANGLES

I wasn’t very involved in the room process until pretty late in 
the project. The concepts for the rooms were looking great, 
but the room team needed a little more manpower and 
understanding of perspective.  
So I volunteered to help finish a handful of rooms for the final 
game by fixing angles and shadows. 



Highlights we removed

busy tile that we simplified

Objects cast shadows, light 
follows environment. 

All lines in proper 
perspective

Consistent stroke weight

RACHEL SEVY RACHEL SEVY





WEB ANIMATIONS



WEBSITE
ANIMATION
We wanted the promotional page of 
our website to be an engaging expe-
rience. How? 
ANIMATION!! 
(Why yes, I do like animation, how 
did you know?) 
I added some simple scroll and hov-
er transitions to make the page more  
engaging as you navigate it. 

These rotate and grow on hover



ANIMATIONS Suspects pop on and 
grow when hovered on

Ship flies onto screen 
with scroll!



VIDEO



Last but not least, we have our promotional videos. We 
had some very loose ideas for video advertisements 
for our game, but they needed some improvements. 
I wrote a script and a storyboard for an ad highlighting the 
story of our game. We used this as the guide for filming 
and editing together our video.

STORYBOARD
AND SCRIPT



EDITING

I wasn’t able to help with the physical filming, but I volunteered 
to handle the editing of our final videos. 
I was sent some rough cuts, for the first video, I focused mainly 
on coloring and visual effects. to capture the fun and nostalgia 
of playing Clue. 
Then, I added titles, music, voice over, and—of course—edited 
up the footage to follow the storyboard and script we created. 

Rough cut

Black and White

VCR

HD



KAILEY FOFANA

As a graphic designer and illustrator I love solving design puzzles. Part of my 
process is to ideate in list form and then figure out how to solve (or show) 
that visually. I had a lot of opportunities to solve these illustration and design 
puzzles throughout the project. For me the most rewarding part is to have 
solved the puzzle and step back and see my work in all her glory. 
I had the great pleasure of working on the rooms for the board, instagram 
ads, character development, weapon development, and an Amazon Ad. 

ILLUSTRATOR, 
AD DESIGNER 



CHRACTER DEVELOPEMENT



At the very beginning of the 
project one of our biggest hurtles 
was figuring out how we would 
make our characters look. We felt 
the characters were a pivotal part 
in defining our stylistic choices. 
We each set our to create a 
captain character. 

I spent time looking at what 
different captains (flight, naval, 
etc.) looked like and I took of 
sketching. I wanted my captain to 
be a gruff and hardened military 
man. 

I sketched different faces and 
noses trying to find the perfect 
captain. What I came up with 
wasn’t the direction we choose, 
but I’m still quite proud of him. I 
have never made a person before 
so this was a new challenge that 
taught me how to think about 
a character and illustrate their 
personality. 



WEAPON DEVELOPEMENT



Ommodiam rendit inus expeles trupit elia vid est, quo 
eaquo desequid enimil idebisque coribus, ati si ab id 
modita dolupid ellibusam, nobit ex et odis doluptat de 
optat omnim excepratur sinvele stioste lacerio ribusandam 
imet ea qui vollumqui invenihit, alicati stionseque nobit aut 
et maiorae. Ecum alique sitas inuscidem dolorei cipsum 
eum aut dolor sin est quibus ex etur adi dolorib earibea 
nobitate nimoditis es es ulluptas adiaectatiae veratus ex es 
dolo quatem eumquun temped que dolorep ellant initat 
voluptium, adis ne velit, qui rectas autatur sequi doluptas 
et, earundunti doluptatiam, sequiberum et ea sitia destia 
acia comni num quo maio inus et rerum ad quodignam 
quis susae volupta simaio dem cullaboris erfereius aut 
experio et hil minulliqui vidis dit, nia volorercipid quaepta 
adit atiberferum vendunt et fuga. 
Igent autem nonsento od esci dolut autem nesed et officae 
reperi ut volupta temporiorum acesto ius duntione denis 
excere, vellaccum fuga. Itate nonsequunt renihicil magnis 
et, que nisciatem nossimin renimin cimporatem fuga. Ad 
que volenditi officil ibernam experias dolent.
Qui inventius sum susanim facersp ellicatus asperiorro 
que veratquas as ex explabo riorum andistrum ra voluptae 

PROMOTIONAL 
CONTENT



Sticking with our theme of space I knew we 
needed some new ideas for the weapons. 
My team and I ideated almost a hundred 
weapon ideas. 

Once we narrowed it down I got to work 
sketching figuring out what some of these 
weapons might look like. If you can believe 
it the most challenging weapon o worked 
on was the pen. It was so basic, I wanted to 
make it at least a little menacing, with the 
few things different pens actually had I felt 
it was more impactful to really lean into the 
simple pen feeling.

WEAPON
PROCESS



ROOM ILLUSTRATION



SKETCHES

One of my main responsibilities for 
this project was to figure out the 
rooms and how to integrate our 
chosen style to the rooms. I started 
by sketching. I sketched out 5 of 
the ten rooms for the base game 
and one of the expansion rooms. 
It was a unique challenge to learn 
how perspective works, especially 
from a birds eye view. In life we don’t 
often see things from that angle. I 
watched YouTube videos and paid 
close attention to how lines and walls 
worked from that angle. Little did I 
know when I sketched theses rooms 
that perspective would be half the 
problem the other half was figuring 
out how lighting works. When 
interacting with different items on 
different planes in a room.



EXECUTIONS

As my partner and I started executing 
rooms we began to do the gravity 
of really how technical this part 
of the project was. Yes we had 
sketches but when it came to actually 
executing the one point perspective 
my sketches were almost useless. 
The best way I found in illustrator to 
create the perspective grid I needed 
was to use the rotate tool and 30 plus 
lines. I used this method to help out 
with the lighting perspective to help 
me know how the shadows would lay 
on the glad surfaces of the rooms. 



Added a 3D component to 
the door frames.

Made sure the persective 
on each of the rooms was 
correct. 

Made sure the wall heights 
on the walls were uniform

Made sure all shaddows 
followed the lighting 

perspective. 

Made the floor patterns 
more dynamic to fit the style

ROOM CHANGES



AIRLOCK ROOM



SLEEPING QUARTERS



KITCHEN



ARMORY



CONTROL ROOM



CAPTAIN’S BRIDGE



INSTAGRAM ADS



Part of our project was to advertise our game on instagram. I made 2 of the 3 instagram ads. I knew I 
wanted one to reflect our illustrated style in an instagram story ad format. I started to sketch out the 
story I wanted to tell. There were a few continuity things I had to figure out like how did the satellite 
look like from the side, or what would the hall way look like. Once I figured out what those looked 
like it was fairly easy to execute in our style. But something want clicking so I took it to my mentor for 
some feed back. He helped me see some of the things the needed refining. 

STORY AD





CAROUSEL AD

For the second ad I wanted to use 
the product photography one of my 
classmates had taken. At this point 
we only had practice shots of a real 
clue game that I used to figure out 
what I wanted it to look like. I decided 
a carousel ad would work best. I 
wanted to go beyond just slapping the 
pictures on the carousel, I added text 
and did some simple draw overs as a 
call out to our style. 
Unfortunately when I had finished I 
felt it was all too cutesy for our style. 
So instead I added our characters 
and some text. I liked this a lot better 
and helped to tie in our illustrative 
style. My only regret was not working 
closer with photography to make sure 
I got the shots I needed for my ad, 
and to make sure they were set up 
appropriately to have enough space 
for the character and speech bubble. 





AMAZON MOCK-UP



This part of the project felt very 
intimidating to me. My initial idea 
was to recreate the whole page 
in illustrator. I did some research 
and found a way to live edit a 
website. The only catch was that 
this only works for text so I edited 
the text and took a screenshot. 
Then brought the screen shot into 
illustrator and added the clipped 
photos to the mock up. It was A lot 
easier than I thought it would be. 



RACHEL SEVY

As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing 
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic 
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the 
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked 
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintage-
feeling style we were going for. 
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the 
boxes for the board games and the website. 
◊ For this project, I created:
◊ One “base game” box design
◊ One “expansion game” box design
◊ One “base game” character bios insert
◊ One “expansion game” character bios insert
◊ A two-page website with an e-commerce store

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN



PREP WORK



When we first decided to do Clue in space, we knew we had to solidify and use a 
consistent style. As mentioned earlier in this case study, we decided to do a retro-
futuristic theme. Along with other team members, I began to research the best 
way to communicate that style. These are some of the vintage or retro  
styles I found. I looked for what people in the mid-19th-century imagined  
space to look like.

PREP WORK



At the beginning, I was assigned 
to create a lizard pilot, an Asian 
woman astronaut, and a multitool for 
a weapon. Illustration has never been 
my strong suit, so I started with a lot of 
sketching before attempting anything 
in Illustrator. My favorite sketches are 
the lizard ones; I love lizards!

PREP WORK



ASTRONAUT 
WOMAN

One of the characters I did was an Asian woman astronaut, 
as shown above in the sketches. Throughout the sketching 
process I tried to nail down what made a woman look Asian as 
opposed to any other woman.
Here I have shown the final result of the astronaut. Although 
this didn’t end up being used, and instead someone else took 
over characters, I was pleased with the progress that I made in 
learning how to create better illustrations on Illustrator. Here 
are a few things that I did to execute this character:
◊ First of all, as shown on my sketches, I used a grid to nail 

down details that I noticed in various reference images.
◊ I used the face shape and shadows to create a look of high 

cheekbones and a more angular lower face shape .
◊ I used the line width tool in Illustrator to create almost an 

eyeliner look around the eyes. 
◊ I made the eyelashes with the pen tool, creating an overall 

shape of eyelashes as opposed to trying to create each 
individual eyelash.



LIZARD-MAN 
PILOT

This character, affectionately referred to as “lizard man” 
throughout the process of creation, ended up being one of our 
early examples of highlights and shadows. 
I had learned the very basics of how to create highlight and 
shadow effects using vector graphics, and I applied that 
knowledge here. Before we solidified the style that we ended 
up using for the characters, we used lizard man and a couple 
other characters to establish rules for shading:
◊ Use a tri-shade style with one highlight color and one 

shadow color that are lighter and darker versions of the 
main color.

◊ Have light come from the left causing highlights on the left 
and shadows on the right.

There is a lot of fault that I can see with this character, and I 
think I could have improved it if my task had been to continue 
working on characters. Regardless, learning more about how to 
use Illustrator was an invaluable experience. 



MULTITOOL 
WEAPON

I thought I learned highlights and shadows pretty well with my 
character illustrations, but it turned out that trying to replicate 
metal was a whole new style of higlights and shadows to learn.
I based this multitool on a couple versions of Swiss Army 
knives, and while I got the shapes down fairly well I never did 
quite grasp the highlights and shadows. 
One thing that made this tricky was our limited color palette. 
At the time, we didn’t have any good “metallic” colors besides 
gold, which is what I used.
The part I am the most happy with in this illustration is the 
corkscrew. I spent a couple of hours analyzing and trying to 
replicate the unique turns and curves in the metal, and then 
starting over. I used the pen tool to get the shapes exactly the 
way I wanted them, and ultimately created the corkscrew you 
can see here. 
The hardest part of this was the scissors, which I didn’t finish 
refining before passing my base design onto someone else for 
refinement.



BASE BOX DESIGN



SHORT TITLE

My biggest project was creating 
the boxes for the Clue game and 
the expansion. My ideas began 
with sketches based on real Clue 
box designs, retro-futuristic space 
concepts, my own ideas, and other 
board game designs I’d seen, 
including Secret Hitler.

SKETCHING



EARLY BOX 
DESIGNS

These are some of the early designs I made to show to the 
team. I created the top idea trying to keep it vintage, and our 
art director suggested that I make one that looked like the 
moon, so I did an execution of that idea as well.
In all of my designs I worked to keep the style consistent with 
things that we had decided. I kept it flat and used colors that 
gave it a vintage feel and look. 
I created some assets for these early box designs that ended 
up being used for several aspects of the game, including later 
box designs. 
The stars were used throughout the game
The moon, yellow planet, and craters on the bigger moon were 
repurposed for the base game box
The pink squiggly planet was repurposed for the expansion 
game box.
It is cool to see that although these designs were never used 
again, myself and others were able to use aspects of them later 



After these initial designs, I tried a couple more things.
One of our mentors suggested that we use the characters 
on the box to make the style match more. I went back to 
my sketches and pulled out some more ideas to try that 
included the characters on the box.
The first was based on the shape of the windows of a 
spacecraft. 
I turned the characters the others had made and turned 
them into silhouettes on Illustrator, and then put them in 
the windows. The main problem I ran into with this was 
that it either looked like the characters were floating in 
space, or I’d lose the space aspect if they had an inside 
background to the windows. 
Shown are several versions of this concept. The colors and 
composition looked decent, it just wasn’t making sense.
I went back to one of my sketches that was based on the 
Secret Hitler game. I began working with that idea, and it 
proved to be a winner. I’ll show you that next!
 

NEW IDEA



After the initial couple of designs, I also brought up the 
Secret Hitler style box that I had sketched. The game 
Secret Hitler is designed to look like it comes from the 
same time period as our game, the mid 1900s, so we 
decided it was worth a try.  
Initially I included the characters in this concept as well, 
and to get an idea of how it might look I just used random 
assets I had already made. I used this to make a basic 
layout to see if the idea would work. 
Here are a few early versions of this concept. I tried to 
make the box less busy by changing all the assets to a 
brown color. 
I concluded, along with those who were helping me, that 
having the characters with all their details made it too 
busy, and that if I were to go with this idea I would need 
to create entirely new icons just for the box. I set to work 
creating those. 
Ultimately, this became the idea I stuck with, and I created 
almost 30 new icons for this box alone. 

THE ICON BOX:
FIRST TRIES



ICON DESIGN

I began the daunting task of 
creating an entirely new set of assets 
specifically for the box. One tip 
one of my mentors gave me was to 
imagine what would be in each room 
of the space station, or what the 
characters might use. I wrote down a 
list of the rooms and thought of things 
that might be in them. 
There were two main concepts that I 
tried to apply to each idea. Our game 
was based on the retrofuturistic idea 
that one day people would just travel 
to space and vacation there, so I 
ultimately tried to make each icon fit 
one of two molds:
◊ Making space things normal
◊ Making normal things space-like
Some examples include a formal 
dress with a helmet, a plant with eyes, 
and a champagne glass with a lid.

The First Set of Icons



These are my first drafts of what ended up becoming 
the final icon box. I changed colors, refined styles, and 
changed the layout of the icons on the box a million times. 
Here is a little bit of what the process looked like.
These box variations show an experimentation with color. 
As I’ve talked about, my goal was to keep the design flat 
and have it fit with the retro style of the game. Of course, 
it differs in style from other aspects of the game, but it still 
needed to fit in. 
Discussing with my project manager and other mentors, I 
changed various aspects about the color rules. I tried tan 
highlights and brown shadows on blue; light highlights and 
dark shadows on blue and tan; colored icons; and finally I 
tried a monochromatic box design.
The next slide will show the first version of the 
monochromatic icon box as well as the final version.

ICON BOX: PROCESS



ICON UPDATES

After my initial set of icons, several 
needed refining once I figured 
out a style. Some things, like the 
champagne glass and alien, needed 
more clarity to be identifiable. Some 
just needed more detail or color 
adjustment. Here are a few I refined, 
as well as the set of 28 final icons.



On the left is the first version of the monochromatic icon box. On the right is the 
final version. By the time I finished the final version I had created 28 new icons for 
use on the box. I arranged the icons to fit together in the most conducive way to 
their shape, and I even created some icons to specifically fill a certain shape of 
hole. I rearranged the icons more times than I can count, as you can see here. 

Core changes I made:
I made the background shade of blue slightly darker than my previous darker 
shade so that things didn’t blend into the background.
I refined the style of the icons to be consistent by having rules for highlights, 
shadows, level of detail, and having planet-like rings around things.



a murder mystery game in space

Clear hierarchy with the 
Clue logo and other icons.

Having the middle blue as 
the base color and darker 
and ligher blues for details 
helps with hierarchy

Other details: notice the 
weapons from the game, the 
fun hamburger and pizza, 
and the alien’s boots!

Fitting icons in where their 
shapes match up instead of 
leaving uneven spaces.

Stars like these fill in gaps 
throughout the layout of the 
box design.

BOX LAYOUT





TITLE OF SECTION



EARLY BOX 
DESIGNS

Along with the base game box, I also had the task of creating 
the expansion game box. Here are a couple of the early 
renditions of the expansion game box that I created around the 
same time as the early base game box designs.
After these, however, I left the expansion box design until I 
had a solidified base game box because I knew that I’d have to 
match the style. 
Once I finished the final icon box for the base game, I began 
working on the icons for the second game.



SHORT TITLEICON DESIGN

Coming up with new ideas for new 
icons was even harder this time 
around, as I felt like I’d already 
exhausted my list of ideas for the first 
box. I started my ideation with the 
things that were different about the 
expansion box: characters and rooms.
The expansion game has a lab so I 
added a syringe, a thermometer, and 
a beaker. I added a lizard as a nod 
to Commander Bo and a turtle for 
Private Oscar. 
I also thought of more alien-based 
ideas including a suit of armor with 
four arms and an alien with a 3-mouth 
headset.
One favorite icon I’ll point out is the 
tardigrade, one of the only living 
things found to survive living in space. 
With all the animals in the expansion 
game, I thought it was a nice touch!

Expansion Box Icons



Once I had the first few icons, the struggle of making them 
all fit together in a cohesive box design again presented 
itself. It started out as a mess, as you can see here on the 
right, and I gradually found a way.
One problem I ran into with the expansion box is that after 
I made my initial set of icons and put them on the box, it 
was clear that it wouldn’t be enough. I had to continue 
making more and more new icons until I finally had enough 
to fill in all the little gaps.
Another thing that I had some struggles with was sizing. At 
first I tried to make the long size of each icon the same to 
keep it consistent, but I soon found that while they may be 
mathematically the same, they were not visually the same. 
Instead, I made sure they were visually consistent in size. 

EXPANSION BOX: PROCESS



Clear hierarchy with the 
Clue logo and other icons.

The base color is either the 
lightest brown or middle 
brown, with darker and 
lighter browns for details.

Other details: notice the 
weapons from the game, the 
tardigrade (water bear), and 
the beetle!

Fitting icons in where their 
shapes match up instead of 
leaving uneven spaces.

Stars like these fill in gaps 
throughout the layout of the 
box design.

BOX LAYOUT





CHARACTER BIOS INSERT



EARLY 
DESIGNS

Another task I had was to create inserts to go in the 
boxes that have the characters’ backstories on them. 
This task included not only designing the insert, but 
also coming up with backstories and ways to make the 
characters more interesting. 
These are a couple early versions of the character 
backstories insert. I thought the top one looked pretty 
good, and it felt retro, but my mentor gave me some 
helpful critique. He said that the rounded corners 
didn’t match anything else in the game, and he didn’t 
like the drop-shadow-style boxes.
The bottom one here is an attempt to stick with my 
overall layout, but I soon realized I needed a whole 
new approach. I began looking for inspiration.



MOODBOARD

As I looked at other versions of the 
Clue character descriptions, I looked 
for things I could apply to the one 
I was making. One thing I noticed 
across each of these examples was 
that the images shown here were 
almost mugshot style, showing only 
the face and sometimes the shoulders. 
I had been trying to include the whole 
torso of the characters, but I decided 
to take this idea.
I liked the style of the one shown large 
here, with the Polaroid-style photos 
being paperclipped or taped in. I 
decided to take the idea of photos 
being taped onto paper and apply 
it to my insert, because it felt like 
it matched the retro style we were 
going for in our game. 



Captain Oculus
Traveling from the far aquatic planet of 
Quisterlene, this spaceship captain has 
become a part of the crew. He’s always 
well-armed and ready to go.

Empress Galactic
She conquered her enemies and now 
rules over this extraterrestrial empire. 
Firm, kind, but always a little bit 
mysterious, who knows what to expect?

Professor Planta
He started out as an astronaut 
fascinated with space. Now on the 
space station, he’s become convinced 
that aliens are something he can create.

Dr. Freshwater
A fish with an education, with the help 
of Prof. Planta, got an astronaut body 
he could telepathically control to do 
procedures. But he still can’t talk...

M.a.I.D. Ta.MM.y
The quiet robot who cleans the station 
wouldn’t hurt a fly...or would she? With 
access to every room and universal 
trust, she could get away with anything!

Chef Pronto
Nobody dares ask how he lost his eyes 
and his arm. Nobody questions how he 
makes his food so good, either. Some 
things are best left to the imagination.

Meet the Suspects

Commander Bo
This lizard-human pilot takes great 
pride in flying a state-of-the-art 
spaceship. You never know where you’ll 
end up, but that’s part of the mystery...

Mister Al
His four arms make him the perfect 
bartender. He jumped at the chance to 
leave his old job and come on board. 
But nobody knows what his old job is...

Custodian Jub
The ship always stays clean thanks to 
this blob alien. Garbage doesn’t stay 
around for long, but neither do things 
that it doesn’t seem to like...

Astrochimp Jim
An invaluable addition to the ship, 
this chimp can do almost anything. He 
has a strange obsession with weapons, 
though, and nobody knows why...

Cadet Sparrow
A human astronaut ended up stranded 
on the planet Insula. When this ship 
picked her up, she got to work. But she 
evades all questions about herself...

Private Oscar
His title reflects not only his office, but 
how he lives his life. He knows how to 
use any weapon, but nobody can get 
him to say how he got his scar...

Meet the Suspects

LAYOUT
I made a piece of tape on Illustrator to use for “taping” the pictures 
onto the “paper” and I made a paper texture on Illustrator to use on 
the background. 
I tried a vertical layout at first, but as you can see here below, the 
spacing was really tricky trying to fit 6 different bios down a page 
like that. 
I switched to a horizontal layout and it worked much better. I added 
the star that is repeated throughout the game behind each bio, with 
lowered opacity, to make it fit the style even more. 
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WEBSITE DESIGN



WEB 
DESIGN

Web design is probably my favorite type of graphic 
design, so when we decided to do a promotional 
website I volunteered immediately. 
I did all the layout design, and another person on our 
team added animations. I had a mockup from another 
person on our team that I used as a general guide, 
and I adjusted as needed. I created a subdomain on 
my personal domain, added Wordpress and Divi to it, 
and got to work.
One thing I had fun with was using section dividers 
in Divi. The mockup I was working with had curved 
section dividing lines between each section, so I took 
that idea and applied it to my layout design.
I tried to make the colors and fonts align with our 
overall style, and I think it worked out well.
Website: ClueInSpace.PhotoDesignbyRachel.com

http://ClueInSpace.PhotoDesignbyRachel.com


Customized header section 
and menu

Section dividers are curved 
to match the style of the 
game. I made them the same 
color as the next section.

Color scheme consistent 
with the characters, 
weapons, rooms, and other 
aspects of the game.

The one exception to my 
curved section dividers was 
this characters + bios part of 
the page.



RACHEL SEVY

Throughout the process of working on this project I learned a lot. Here are a 
few skills I feel I improved that I would have missed out on otherwise:
◊ Better illustrative skills on Adobe Illustrator
◊ Better understanding of iconography
◊ Increased creativity due to being pushed outside of my comfort zone
◊ Learning how to work with a team and work with everyone’s individual 

strengths and weaknesses
◊ Increased understanding of layout design and other design principles
This project has helped me become a better designer. I was able to use 
skills that I felt I was already good at - web design - as well as improve my 
skills in things that were lacking - illustration. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachel-nielson/
PhotoDesignbyRachel.com
Facebook.com/RachelSevyPhoto
Instagram.com/rachelsevyphoto

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
WEB DESIGN


